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THE GOD OF BUDDHA 

'·The author of The Cod o{ Buddha is ob, iously a great scholar with 
an extensive background or kmm ledge or comparati,e religion. 

He is ,,ell-versed in both the Theravada and Mahayana scriptures. 
His presentation is also unique and his painstaking efforts are hardly 

excelled b) an) scholar. ,1 hilc his style of ,, riling is marvelousl1 majestic 
..
.

The World Fell<l\\ship of Buddhists 

--The book in question is The Godo{ Buddha ... neither 
011 the dust jacket. nor in the body of the work. are we given 

an1 information about the author or his background. not even 
his nationalil). But that h.:: is thoroughly equipped for his task and 

,, rites out or a wide knowledge or original sources. is evident 
from the text .... his language is crystal clear . The book is a fresh statement 

of the Buddhist faith. not a conscious argument with anyone. 
It can be highly recommended for study and as a departure point 

for inter-faith exchange ..
. 

Journal of The Siam Society 

'"The subject or Jamshed K. Fozdar"s The God o/Buddlw is 
indeed a welcome surprise and its e\cellent treatment long overdue. 

Here is an impressive sound!) reasoned thesis .... Exceptional 
scholarship is in evidence throughout this challenging study of the 

Enlightened One ... The bouk. therefore. can be recommended as an 
eminently reliable reference work". 

World Order (Buddhist Studies, Yale University) 

.. A book for serious consideration" 
The Review of Books and Religion 

"In collections which include Asian religions or philosophy of 
religion this book would be useful .. _ .. 

Choice 

'"Fozdar docs emphasize a spiritual aspect or Buddhism which is 
often lacking in scholar!) accounts and which should be of interest to those 

seeking spiritual answers from the Buddhist Faith". 
Library Journal 

··This is a most interesting book with a pro, ocative title ... An
excellent glossary of Buddhist and Hindu terms and a full index add 

considerable merit to a thought-provoking book ... 
Center of Asian Studies; St. John's University, New York 

·This is a challenging work. bound lo interest the large mass of
human it) that espouses the Buddha's teachings in one form or another 

and. oubidc this mass. the equally great number or interested spectators 
who. while not espousing Buddhism as a way of life. arc increasingly 

probing its structure and tenets. The God 1if" Buddlw may have provided 
the widest bridge for the teeming Hindu masses to cross over and make 

Buddhism the major faith of the land of its birth." 
The lll11strated Weekly of India 




